
Keremcan ŞEKER
Web Developer

keremcanseker1@gmail.com
+90 546 933 4780 - Eskisehir, Turkey

Experience

Intern Web Developer @ Inovasyon Muhendislik (Turkey/Eskisehir)
Sept 2023 - Nov 2023

 Designed and implemented a customized user activity monitoring system utilizing 
the ELK stack (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana)

 Effectively tracked system issues, including their locations, durations, error 
messages, and update

 Built custom packages for Node.js, Python, and C# to make it simple for working 
team to send data to monitoring system.


      

Freelance Web Developer @ Upwork / local
2022 - Now, Remote

 I’m working with customers helping build their business/projects or solve their 
web development problems both on Upwork and locally.

Projects
Blog FUSION - ( Next.js, Supabase, TypeScript, NextUI,Amazon S3)

 Fully functional Blog page where users can create, delete and update their posts 
using rich text editor, and with comment section on each post

 Intuitive and responsive user interface with NEXTUI, prioritizing a seamless and 
enjoyable user experience

 User authentication and authorization using supabase’s tokens, safeguarding data 
privacy and access control

 Personalized user profiles for content showcase and community interaction.

Portfolio Page - (TypeScript, React, Tailwind, Next.js)

 Designed and implemented a four-page structure encompassing a Home page, 
About page, Contact page, and Projects page to present a comprehensive 
overview of the developer's skills and achievements

 Incorporated a user-friendly contact form on the webpage, allowing visitors to 
conveniently send emails and inquiries directly from the site

 Created and sold this portfolio page on Upwork for a client.


PHTS  - (TypeScript, React, Nodejs, PostgreSQL, Docker, Sequelize)

 Developed for staff in a local hospital in Turkey
 Helps staff tracking cancer-positive patients and managing their treatment 

progress
 Staff members can add or view patients, schedule appointments as needed, 

without compromising their privacy rights
 Admin panel and features are included, giving control to manage staff and assign 

permissions, ensuring a smooth and secure workflo


Education
Bachelor’s of Computer 
Engineering @ Eskisehir 
Osmangazi University 
(Eskisehir, Turkey)

2020- 2025 (Expected)


3rd Grade, 3.00 GPA

Links

/in/keremcan-şeker

/keremcanseker

/freelancers/keremcanseker

keremcanseker.com

Skills
Proficiency in Web 
Development hands-on 
experience in React, Node.js, 
Next.js,  MongoDB,Tailwindcss, 
Bootstrap, REST API, State 
Management, Amazon Web 
Services.


Additionally .NET, Python, 
Docker, UI/UX design, Figma

Languages
English - Professional 
Efficiency

Turkish - Native
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